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229 Operational Conversion Unit
Chivenor

Chivenor will always be synonymous with the Hunter and the
home of 229 OCU where most RAF pilots, and many from overseas
air arms learnt to fly this iconic fighter. The first Hunter F.1s arrived
at the OCU in January 1955, with the first conversion course
commencing on 15 May that year with completion on 9 August.
Hunters of various marks remained at Chivenor for almost twenty
years until some of the last examples transferred to the Tactical
Weapons Unit (TWU) at Brawdy in September 1974. To begin with
the basic conversion course was of 12 weeks’ duration, the first 6
weeks usually being restricted to flying the Vampire FB.5 and T.11
in the case of young pilots coming straight from a Flying Training
School. Other courses were introduced later. After about 26 hours
on the Vampire most students found flying the Hunter to be a steep
learning curve, mostly attributable to its more sophisticated
systems including power controls, and greatly increased
performance. The F.1’s small fuel capacity also severely limited
endurance and the gauges required constant attention – although
training sorties were carefully monitored by Air Traffic Control, and
where necessary pilots were warned when it was time to return to
base. Subsequent use by the OCU of Mks.4, 6, 9, 10 and T.7 with
greater fuel capacity improved this situation only marginally and
students still needed to heed endurance warnings.

By the end of May 1955 there were 27 Hunter F.1s on strength and
this figure grew to almost 40 in 1956, distributed between the
OCU’s No.1 (Tactical) Sqn, identified by ‘ES’ codes, and No.2
(Gunnery) Sqn with ‘RS’ codes, although for quite a while no
gunnery took place because of the early Avon Hunter ’s engine
surging problem, exacerbated by gases when the Aden cannon were
fired. It was common practice for some, mainly larger, second line
units to take part in air exercises, manned chiefly by staff
instructors, and in the case of 229 OCU Hunters the first such
participation was during the Fighter Command exercise Sky High
staged on 28/29 April 1955 operating as 229 Squadron. Much
greater involvement came during the year ’s largest UK air defence
exercise, Beware, held in late September when 12 of the OCU’s F.1s,
operating from Chivenor during the first phase claimed the
successful interception of 10 Canberras and 2 Sea Furies, with a
dozen further aircraft reported as probably destroyed. In the second
phase of Beware 16 of the OCU’s Hunters operated from Leconfield
and made claims totalling more than 20 ‘probables’, mostly
Canberras but also including Meteors, B-45s, Venom NF.3s, and a
Lincoln. In the third and concluding phase 11 OCU Hunters were
based at Horsham St. Faith, from where more than a dozen further
claims were made, from a total of 127 sorties during the full
exercise, including 63 scrambles. The OCU’s Hunters were again in
action during Rejuvenate on 5/6 May 1956, and Vigilant in May ‘57,
when they operated from West Malling. In July ‘57 the Hunter F.4

began to displace the F.1 at the OCU, although these were not the
first F.4s to be used by the Unit, because two years earlier four F.4s
(WT721, 766, 774, and 800) had been lent to Chivenor for a month
specifically to assist in the conversion of three Dutch students, who
were the first from an overseas air arm to be trained on the Hunter.

Fg Off (later Gp Capt.) ‘Jock’ Heron underwent his conversion to
the Hunter in 1958 and describes his Chivenor experience:

“After three years at the RAF College, Cranwell, and a total of

some 300 flying hours on the piston-engined Provost and the

Vampire jet trainers, it was time to move on to the Hunter, the

front line aircraft which had inspired the majority of my cadet

colleagues to become pilots. Training was conducted at 229

OCU, Chivenor, a Second World War temporary airfield near

Barnstaple in Devon. It was a popular station and its life had

been extended to cater for the demands of the Cold War. In the

spring of 1958 three of my fellow Cranwell cadets and I were

joined by one other junior officer to become No.41 Hunter

conversion course. Living conditions were rudimentary with

hutted accommodation and coke stoves but it was of little

consequence as we were about to become supersonic fighter

pilots! The social life was focused on the Mess, Saunton Sands

golf course, the local hostelries and the occasional trip to London

to see our girlfriends, either travelling by train or sharing the cost

with those colleagues who owned a car.

The Hunters at Chivenor were F.4s which were interim aircraft

between the original F.1, which saw very limited service from

1954 to 1956, and the F.6 which was the standard front line

squadron aircraft. There was no dual control version of the

Hunter until the T.7 appeared later in the year, so our first flights

around the Chivenor area were in the familiar Vampire T.11. We

were introduced to the Hunter cockpit on the flight line shortly

after we arrived, but our first experience of the controls was in

the simulator during our ground school which lasted for about

two weeks and covered all the systems and characteristics of the

Selected 2nd Line users of Hunters

Code letters were later re-adopted by 229 OCU’s No.1 Sqn, shown here
on Hunter F.4 XF984/ES-E, at Leeming, 20 September 1958. 

(Tony Molyneux).

Hunter F.4 XF941/ES-77 of 229 OCU with the shadow marking of 234
Sqn at a Battle of Britain open day, believed to be Benson, circa 1957,

with a 9 Sqn Canberra B.6 behind.

No.2 Sqn of 229 OCU is represented here by Hunter F.4 XF361/RS-22
in the static display at the Benson Battle of Britain ‘At Home’ in

September 1958. The nose wheel door colour is believed to have been red
with white numerals. The large World War II barrage balloon
in the background was still used for parachute training jumps.

The personal Hunter F.1 of the Wing Commander Flying, WT700/RS
of 229 OCU’s No.2 Sqn. The nose wheel door was red, with a

white disc within which was his pennant, and above the disc the
aircraft's serial number was applied in white. (John Rawlings)

Hunter F.1 WT696/ES-S of No.1 Sqn, 229 OCU, RAF Chivenor, circa 1956. 
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